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How Splunk Software Keeps Critical Customer-Facing  
Systems Healthy and Profitable

Use Cases

•  Troubleshooting Services Delivery 
•  Streamlining Internal Processes
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Executive Summary
One Splunk customer, a national home improvement 

retail chain, prides itself on its range of products and 

outstanding customer service. The retail chain built 

customer-facing systems both online and in its stores 

across the U.S. in order to provide customers with the 

best purchasing experience possible. These systems 

were essential for generating sales, but were intricate 

webs of applications, databases and servers spread 

across several datacenters and thousands of stores. 

A small failure or slowdown of any component could 

cripple the entire stack. As a result, the retail chain fre-

quently suffered brownouts—if not outright outages—of 

critical systems, resulting in lost sales, disgruntled cus-

tomers and frustrated employees. 

When a vital application stack like a customer ordering 

system performed sluggishly or crashed, it had to be 

fixed and returned to service as quickly as possible.  

Because the components in each stack were owned 

and managed by different teams, obtaining holistic 

views of any system was very difficult. The retail chain’s 

IT staff was challenged with the laborious, complex 

task of determining whether an issue was the root 

cause of a problem or a symptom of a failure elsewhere 

in the stack.

By deploying Splunk Enterprise, the retail chain  

gained comprehensive visibility into its IT infrastructure.  

The Splunk platform aggregates logs and other 

machine-generated data to provide end-to-end perfor-

mance and health metrics of all components. Internal 

users query the data and display the results in custom-

ized dashboards, enabling them to visualize the inner 

workings of key systems. The company now has the 

insight to rapidly redress brownouts and outages, as 

well as to proactively fix potential issues before they 

impact sales and customers. Some of the benefits since 

deploying Splunk software include: 

• Holistic views of siloed infrastructure. Due to the 

breadth and complexity of its IT infrastructure, the 

retailer assigned teams responsibility for specific 

components in its systems. This let staff specialize 

in the technologies, but it divided stacks into silos. 

When a system crashed or underperformed, all the 

teams had to meet in a “war room” to laboriously 

share logs and data to identify the root cause of the 

problem. The Splunk platform collects and indexes 

logs from all systems and provides views of applica-

tion stacks that are both end-to-end and granular.

• Avoiding costly issues. Without panoramic optics, 

determining which component was at fault when 

a critical system failed was time consuming. The 

process could take hours and the retailer lost sales 

with every minute of downtime. Moreover, this lack 

of optics hindered the company’s ability to identify 

and remediate potential issues before they became 

Challenges How Value Is Measured Business Impact

Wanted proactive monitoring and 
alerting of the health of key sales 
applications

• Fewer application outages • Reduced the number of high-
severity application outages by 
over 40%

Needed to discover and resolve 
root causes 

•  Mean Time To Resolution (MTTR) 
when applications are down

•  MTTR is reduced from hours to 
minutes

Wanted to find faulty apps to 
prevent future problems

• Improved quality of in-house, 
custom-built applications 

•  CIO-level reports showing 
error rates for home-grown 
applications

•  Error rates for some apps 
reduced from 80–90% to less 
than 10%

Business Benefits at a Glance
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expensive problems. With insights offered by Splunk 

Enterprise as well as alerts when predefined thresh-

olds are exceeded, the retailer’s IT teams can react 

far more quickly to a faulty application or com-

ponent and correct shortcomings before they can 

escalate into crippling problems.

• Obtaining clarity amidst the complexity. The 

retailer’s CIO and IT executives had no way of 

knowing the general health and performance of the 

company’s IT infrastructure. They now use Splunk 

dashboards to monitor the performance of all 

systems in near real time and alert on latency and 

availability issues.

• Improving the customer experience. At any time 

in any store, a customer-facing application could  

fail, undermining revenues and customer loyalty.  

The retailer now uses Splunk software to identify 

problem apps and proactively prevent future outages. 

By ensuring availability and avoiding latency, the 

company is able to consistently deliver a superior 

customer experience.

Fighting a Losing Battle
Imagine a hypothetical situation. A customer at a ma-

jor home improvement retail store has spent an hour 

selecting custom flooring and carpeting and calculat-

ing the necessary square footage. When she takes her 

notes to the sales representative, however, he tells her 

that the order system terminal is down. In fact, all  

terminals in that store and 200 other stores in the region 

are down. Without the system, he cannot place the 

customer’s order nor schedule necessary installation 

services. He asks the customer to return the following 

day, hoping he does not lose a sale to a competitor.

Meanwhile, the store manager is on the phone with 

a corporate IT war room, along with fellow manag-

ers from across the region. They are painfully aware 

that custom orders are their most profitable product 

segment, so daily and weekly sales projections are in 

jeopardy due to this outage. 

Nearly the entire IT operations department ends up  

mobilized across the company’s war rooms and the CIO 

is pulled into the fray. Teams onsite and across the  

country work on multiple systems to diagnose the  

problem, spending multiple man-hours on the issue. 

Every minute that the system is down affects the bottom 

line, as well as the overall customer experience. The  

cost is tremendous—time, money and the company’s 

reputation are at stake.

Discovering Root Cause
The outage situation described above was, unfortu-

nately, far from hypothetical at this particular national 

home improvement retail chain. The company’s cus-

tomer ordering system is comprised of more than 20 

subsystems—applications, databases and servers. Some 

are deeply integrated; some are connected together 

“on the glass” at store kiosks. Some systems are cus-

tom-built by the company’s application development 

team; others are an integration of business data and in-

formation from partners. IT operations analysts need to 

pull log data from all of these systems to piece together 

the full picture and identify the problem. 

The home improvement company initially evaluated 

the Splunk platform to obtain a single pane-of-glass 

solution for logging and application troubleshooting. 

It sought to reduce application brownouts, which were 

common, as well as outages, or blackouts. The appli-

cations at risk were both customer-facing systems and 

those used for internal business processes. When issues 

arose, customers were unable to place orders or pro-

ductivity was impaired. To meet customer expectations 

and minimize business impact, administrators needed 

to decrease the number of incidences and lessen their 

severity or longevity.

To do so, administrators required centralized visibility 

into system logs to troubleshoot the behavior of  

devices and systems in complex application stacks 

(see Figure 1). However, prior to deploying Splunk 

software, the organization lacked standardized  

logging capabilities and its log data was siloed by  

application and owner. Without holistic views of 

system performance across stacks, many administra-

tors—each responsible for particular applications—

needed to hastily confer in the datacenters or virtual 

conferences to share log data and figure out the  

root causes of problems. 
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Additionally, aggregating logs in the company’s two 

datacenters from hundreds of stores and multiple appli-

cations congested the company’s network. This further 

slowed down troubleshooting. 

Enter Splunk
The company implemented Splunk Enterprise in its two 

datacenters and across its application portfolio. Staff 

are now able to search for root cause immediately be-

cause the software continuously captures and indexes 

all relevant log information. The retailer’s IT teams now 

have all the data in hand, avoiding congested links and 

slashing mean time to resolution from hours to minutes.

Figure 1. Central ordering system connected to internal and partner systems.
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Ordering System
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The size of the Splunk deployment is impressive. The 

volume of data the company collects and indexes has 

grown from 350GB every day to 500GB. As more and 

more systems send data to be monitored, the volume 

of data will increase to approximately 750GB daily. The 

data represents over 200 types of sources (see Figure 2) 

and more than 600 applications. Logs are collected from 

the employee portal, the customer order management 

system, network devices, store support systems and the 

e-commerce site. Data sources range from Tomcat web 

servers and a Sterling Commerce engine to Microsoft 

SQL Server database and closed circuit TV logs.

To send logs from endpoints to Splunk Enterprise, 

over 25,000 small applications called forwarders are 

deployed on various systems and applications, and 

more than 120,000 searches are conducted on new 

and historical data every day. Eventually, as many as 

200,000 forwarders will be installed when all store 

systems and devices are equipped with them.

Building Dashboards Across the Enterprise

The Splunk platform displays performance metrics in 

highly customizable dashboards; once the deployment 

was mature, demand for Splunk dashboards grew 

across the organization. More than 200 IT profession-

als routinely search for valuable data and insights, and 

executive dashboards keep IT and business leaders 

informed of the overall health of enterprise systems. 

The CIO’s dashboard shows the status of key business 

and IT systems across the organization, and highlights 

tomcat_access netscaler idm_usage com_sterling_
ScheduleAgent memcached

syslog.linux Perfmon:SQLServerPRDI29 microstrategy_report com_sterling_
ItemAssortmentServer splunk_util_netstat

WMI:SMS_PackageStatus com_sterling_
ProcessOrderUpdatesServer

com_sterling_
POReprocessAgent

com_sterling_
ProcessReceiptServer appl_log.mainframe

mobility javabatch eai_score_log com_sterling_
InventorySyncServer tomcat_sso

iis.Emp_Portal store.broadband istore_kiosk urlcheck cpuinfo

bluelog access_common com_sterling_
ItemDownloadServer apache_server_status WinEventLog:System

netcool_event com_sterling_jboss bpm_access assortplan.usage WinEventLog:Application

macaddr.store bizlink_log4j Cctv_log abinitio esx.iscsi

Figure 2. Select data source types.
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the most error-prone and vulnerable applications (see 

Figure 3).

Figure 3. The CIO’s dashboard displays the most error-prone applications.

IT operations dashboards monitor over 600 applications 

in real time and batch mode across 2,000 stores. They 

track usage metrics and identify unusual patterns that 

may cause outages (see Figure 4). Hourly and daily 

operational reports and notifications are delivered and 

integrated with alert systems and IT ticket systems.

Dashboards are typically six to nine panel varieties with 

combinations of single value buttons; count charts, 

trend charts, time charts and tables. Executives find 

business trend comparisons over time to be quite 

useful, such as this week versus last week or this month 

versus the same month last year.

A Splunk IT operations team of 2.5 full-time employees 

builds the dashboards. They take requests from differ-

ent groups, from the CIO on down, and develop dash-

Figure 4. IT operational dashboard shows key performance metrics for 
an enterprise application.

boards for lines of businesses, end users, applications 

and systems owners.

Since putting Splunk Enterprise into production, the 

team has delivered approximately five dashboards per 

week. This rapid deployment resulted in an accumula-

tion of approximately 5,000 searches per hour to keep 

the dashboards continually updated and for alerts when 

anomalous behavior is detected.

Security is Intelligence

The Splunk solution benefits other operational domains 

at this national home improvement retailer. The secu-

rity team uses the Splunk App for Enterprise Security, 

which runs on top of Splunk Enterprise. The application 

aggregates data from the company’s Windows infra-

structure, such as from Active Directory and domain 

controllers, as well as from antivirus and intrusion de-

tection systems, to provide the monitoring, alerting and 

analytics needed to detect and address all manner of 

threats. The security team also feeds data collected by 

Splunk software into HP ArcSight, a security informa-

tion and event management (SIEM) system.

Finding the Problem Application

In addition to using Splunk software to recover from 

system outages, the company is proactively using the 

solution to prevent downtime. In the past, IT operations 

lacked visibility into application quality. Some poorly ar-

chitected and built apps can consume disproportionate 

amount of CPU, memory and network resources. The 

symptoms of problem applications manifest not only in 

their error messages, but also in the slow performance 

of nearby applications. For example, a Java Virtual Ma-

chine (JVM) where the ToolRental application is running 

has been restarted 61 times, impacting 32 stores. It is 

likely that with such frequency, there are unusual tech-

nical issues with that application. Customers in these 

stores would not have a smooth and efficient experi-

ence when renting home improvement tools, possibly 

causing them to rent elsewhere.

Via application and systems logs, the retailer’s IT teams 

are using Splunk Enterprise to diagnose the behavior of 

applications. The results have been illuminating. Many 

custom-build applications are Java applications that 

access back-end databases. In the case of one problem 
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application, 98% of its database calls were incomplete 

or failing, and it was making thousands and thousands 

of calls per minute to the back-end database. This 

slowed down the application itself, as well as other 

applications accessing the same database, resulting in 

poor user experience. Developers did not discover the 

problem in routine application testing and only saw it 

on the Splunk report and dashboard. With CIO-level 

visibility to such error reports, applications such as this 

were quickly recoded and most error-prone applica-

tions now have an error rate under 10%.

“Splunk Craft” at Work—Deploying Splunk
How does the retailer deploy the Splunk platform? The 

architecture team utilized a fault tolerant storage array 

at each datacenter to run the Splunk solution, similar  

to other enterprise-scale software (see Figure 5).  

In the event of an outage at one datacenter, failover 

procedures will redirect traffic to the other. 

All data is collected company-wide and indexed. Admin-

istrators keep the data needed for operational visibility 

in Splunk for 90 days, and store historical data within 

Hadoop for data mining, long-term trending and market 

analyses. Three search heads serve three core business 

domains—the IT operations team, the security team and 

the team responsible for e-commerce processes. 

In addition to ad hoc queries when a system slows 

down or fails, search use cases include: 

Figure 5. Deployment architecture.
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About Splunk 

Splunk Inc. (NASDAQ: SPLK) is the pioneer in analyzing machine data to deliver Operational Intelligence for security, IT and the business. 

Splunk provides the enterprise machine data fabric that drives digital transformation. More than 12,000 customers in over 110 countries use 

Splunk in the cloud and on-premises. Join millions of passionate users by trying a free trial of Splunk.

• Application response times

• Application requests per second

• Network bandwidth used between stores and  

datacenters

• Numbers and lists of users connected to wireless 

access point at stores

• Check the status of PC image replication at stores

• Get Citrix NetScaler statistics for detailed,  

aggregated reporting in Splunk Enterprise

• Get Tivoli Workload Scheduler logs to monitor 

nightly batch jobs run at stores.

Splunk deployment servers are used to manage  

configuration files on the Splunk instances. The primary 

deployment servers are located in the datacenters.  

The secondary deployment servers are deployed at 

each store location and service the forwarders in the 

store. A caching server between the primary and  

secondary deployment servers aids scalability.  

The company uses a cookie-cutter approach for the  

IT systems in each of the 2,000 stores. Everything is 

identical. So a Splunk configuration change for forward-

ers will have to go to 2,000 stores. With the caching 

server in the middle, the primary deployment server 

can deliver the updated configuration package once, 

the first time, through the caching server and the  

caching server delivers the copy the remaining 1,999 

times. Updates, as a result, are automated, saving  

substantial time and labor.

With Splunk, They Won the War Without 
the War Room
This use case examined how a national chain uses the 

Splunk platform to preserve the customer experience by 

ensuring customer-facing systems function effectively. 

It exemplifies how retail stores can no longer depend 

only on friendly, hard-working customer service reps 

to make sales. Today, informative and reliable point-

of-sales and custom-order systems are critical to retail 

success. While millions of IT dollars have been spent 

on hardware, software, network and experts to harden 

these systems, the reality is that they are complicated 

and often siloed. When they fail, the downtime can 

result in the loss of thousands of sales and millions of 

dollars in revenue, not to mention the impact to the 

company’s reputation. By extracting intelligence from 

machine-generated data, the Splunk solution can help 

resolve the issue faster, help prevent downtime and  

provide panoramic view of all systems involved.  

This use case demonstrated:

• Elimination of data silos. Because Splunk software 

indexes all kinds of data, the retailer’s siloed data  

no longer impedes its ability to holistically view its 

systems to rapidly diagnose root causes of slow-

downs and outages.

• Correlations drive analytics. Because Splunk  

software correlates different types of data, the  

company gains unprecedented visibility into its 

complex application stacks that ranges from  

panoramic, end-to-end views to granular optics  

into specific components. 

• Consistent customer experience. The company 

not only has the insights needed to minimize the 

frequency and duration of application failures, it  

can proactively identify potentially troublesome 

components and take corrective measures, thus  

preventing future disruptions to customer service 

and revenue generation.

• A vigilant eye on security. The company uses  

the Splunk platform not only for operations and 

business processes, but also for detailed views into 

its security posture. By indexing and displaying data 

from systems involved with internal and perimeter 

security, administrators are aware of all defenses 

and are alerted to any threats.

http://www.splunk.com/free-trials

